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Introduction
Community-based fire management (CBFiM) is an alternative fire management
framework that promotes a “bottom-up” etiological approach for addressing
increasing and diverse fire challenges. Suppression policies introduced in
Africa during 19th-20th century European colonisation have engendered a selfreinforcing wildfire paradox where the exclusion of fire from the landscape
induces larger, more intense fires due to fuel accumulation (Pyne, 2020;
Tendim et al. 2020).
The establishment of savanna PAs across East and Southern Africa to serve
the interests and ‘wild’ imaginings of colonial administrations and white settlers
have spatially and temporally altered the fire regimes on which savanna health
and functioning relies (Garland, 2008); fires now exceed natural variability
levels within PA boundaries where humans have been displaced and are
absent in areas inhabited by increasing human and livestock densities (Fig. 1)
(Archibald, 2016). The latter having lowered the fire spread threshold due to
landscape fragmentation. This dual fire challenge has engendered widespread
systemic social-ecological complexities and ecosystem degradation.

‘European colonization has been associated with the
implementation of fire suppression policies in many tropical
savanna regions, markedly disrupting traditional fire management
practices and transforming ecosystems.’ (Moura et al. 2019)

Problem Statement
The dual fire challenge occurring across East and Southern African savannas,
combined with ambiguity surrounding the definition of a ‘natural’ fire regime
and a recent and on-going colonial history, the social-ecological dimension
inherent in savanna fire regimes has been largely neglected.
To address these challenges, CBFiM has been proposed as an alternative fire
management framework that recognises the double-role of fire and the
importance of “bottom-up” management frameworks for long-term sustainable
outcomes. However, CBFiM has also been criticised for failing “to provide a
systematic approach to addressing differential conditions in different
locations” (Tendim et al. 2020 [pg. 237]).
This thesis identifies two key issues:

Research Questions
Primary Research Question

Is CBFiM an extension of the colonial narrative in an East and
Southern African context? Or does it provide an alternative and
realisable equitable, effective, and sustainable ‘bottom-up’ fire
management framework?
Secondary Research Questions
Does the effectiveness of community-based fire management in savanna protected areas
across East and Southern Africa differ conditionally on type of governance system?
What is the relationship between one cultural heritage, two different colonial experiences, and
contemporary fire-related challenges? (site-specific context).
Can equitable and adaptive governance and policy solutions, based on knowledge coproduction and collaborative networks, be realised for addressing fire regimes in changing
social-ecological savanna protected areas?

Methodology
Decolonising Methodologies

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of fires across Sub-Saharan African savannas reflects a strong negative correlation between
population density and fire, where the size of fire exponentially increases where human densities are below 10 people per
km-2. This is most common in PAs where Euro-centric suppression policies have and continue to be enforced.

1. CBFiM lacks a clear definition and has been widely applied to describe
fire management models that incorporate some degree of community
involvement. For CBFiM to provide a legitimate “bottom-up” fire
management framework, the local community must have a significant
degree of input in decision-making processes. Equally, the nature of their
input must be proactive rather than passive or consultancy. This is
extended to the framework’s establishment and active participation, such
as that they are involved in the initiation and planning of the framework
and are actively willing to engage in tasks.

Mixed Multi-Step Approach
Systematic Map
Review of the evidence-base

Contextual Analysis
SES and Actor Network Mapping, and
historical institutional review

2. This thesis recognises the coloniality of knowledge and argues that
contemporary fire challenges are symptoms of their historical and
contemporary social-ecological and political-economic contexts at
multiple overlaying spatial and temporal scales. They need to be
investigated independently within their local systemic context rather than
aiming to provide a globally standardised approach which uncouples fire
from its genesis.

Images: Members of the Maasai community in Talek, Southern Kenya, lighting
a fire for vegetation regeneration. Abigail Croker (2017)

Social-Ecological Systems Thinking

“It is surely difficult to discuss research methodology and
indigenous peoples together […] without having an analysis of
imperialism, without understanding the complex ways in which
the pursuit of knowledge is deeply embedded in the multiple
layers of imperial and colonial practices” (Smith, 2015 [pg.2]).

Field Work
Fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) and
empirical investigation

SES Modelling
Bayesian Belief Network (BBN)
modelling under identified climate
scenarios

Objectives
Review of the state-of-knowledge of CBFiM across East and
Southern African savanna PAs - the extent and nature of
community involvement in decision-making processes.
Contextual account of study sites to (I) identify actor and
institutional networks and governance systems of ‘formal’
and ‘informal’ organisations, and (II) establish relationships
with stakeholders and rightsholders.
Creation of multiple FCMs to map actors’ perceptions and
opinions over fire regimes and their burning practices.
To elicit diverse empirical realities and epistemologies of fire
across savannas in an informal and conversational manner.
Creation of an SES BBN that incorporates multiple FCMs to
model the effects of differential governance configurations in
CBFiM frameworks on decision-making variables and locally
identified fire outcomes. These will be explored under
evidence-based and locally identified climate scenarios.
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